A GENTLE CYNIC,1/
“Indulging

in a General Fling
at the Unceasing Production of Literature.”
At the close of the Book of Koheleth2/ [or, The Book of Ecclesiastes] some reader or
commentator has added the warning:
“Beware, my son, of the writing of many books without end,”3/
as though to caution us against taking too seriously the teachings of a book, which seemed
dangerous from the point of view of conventional morality. The warning sounds a challenge to
every writer to justify himself in adding another to the more than three million books that have
been produced [up to A.D. 1919] since the literary impulse — Koheleth would call it “a sorry
business”4/ — first seized hold of man on this little planet of ours. Koheleth himself would, no
doubt, echo the suggestion contained in the warning that books follow one another in endless
succession, because it is a part of the ‘nature of the beast.’5/ Man writes because he cannot help
it. The point is not what man writes, but that he writes and that he goes on writing as naturally as
he goes on living...
The written word must not be regarded as having the same value as the spoken one, for a
man speaks when he has something to say, whereas a man may write because he is anxious to
say something. There are so many books in the world, presenting the same subject from different
points of view, that they surely cannot all be right;... [t]here is no final book — no last word.
Why, then, add another to share the fate of gathering dust on the shelves of libraries or of being
ground to pulp to form the material for some successor... only to be offered up as a sacrifice to
bring into existence the next one, a process which gives to book making some of the aspects of
cannibalism? The warning against the making of endless books comes with special force, if the
book in question is to be a new translation of an ancient one... Are there not enough
commentaries on this [same subject]?
Therefore — do not take books too seriously, and be careful before you decide to add
another to the endless list.
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